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Buying a Gaming PC but I need help!
Posted by Che ken - 29 Jan 2012 23:21
_____________________________________

The problem? I have no idea what to buy! Lol my knowledge of components etc is next to nothing and so
I was hoping some of you might be able ot help (Hi again btw)

Let's just say my current Acer Aspire Laptop isn't what it used to be... I can't even play minecraft single
player for crying out loud :

Since I got a job recently (first job so no tax atm FTW) and I currently have a budget of £1800 to use on
a new computer and get rid of this old junk.

I don't want a laptop as I will end up killing it's battery and I use this laptop as a desktop anyway, never
leaves this desk it's on, I'm looking to get 2 monitors, have one but it's broken, no idea how eitehr 

Just would like to hear opinions on the best I can get with that sort of a budget. Pre-made or not either is
fine since my step-brother can make the pc as long as he has the parts. I'm pretty sure I could get a
damn fine gaming pc with that sort of a budget, nowhere near creme de la creme but from what I've
seen, I can get most of the pc's that I've seen get the best reviews

If you guys need any more info just ask away and I'll try to answer best I can!

P.S. The faster I get myself a new comp the faster I can get back onto minecraft and css 

============================================================================

Re: Buying a Gaming PC but I need help!
Posted by Che ken - 04 Feb 2012 22:28
_____________________________________

£180 for 120GB SSD didn't seem that expensive considering the speed upgrade it givesbut maybe that's
just me  I'll be making sure I look after it all anyway since it did cost me almost £1800 after all :p

============================================================================

Re: Buying a Gaming PC but I need help!
Posted by Che ken - 24 Feb 2012 21:35
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Got an email today saying my order was dispatched... IT COMES ON MONDAY!!!!
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